
World of Tiles 
Inspirational Tile Design 



Villeroy & Boch Tiles 
 Inspiring and sophisticated

Tiles must be designed to be functional in every detail and yet offer innovative and desirable aesthetics and graphic qualities that 
continue to delight. Sophistication often lies in their simplicity - it is the well thought-out details that, as a whole, create a 
versatile design concept.

The Villeroy & Boch World of Tiles Brochure features a selection of designs to inspire and awaken your creativity.
The scope for individuality is endless: choose from contemporary and elegant or industrial and historical style designs to realize 
your own interior lifestyle. 
New formats and technical features such as ceramicplus and vilbostoneplus, vilbotouch, powder touch and concept3 as well 
as high-quality reliefs, harmonious 
colours and detailed decors, create authenticity and make our tiles incomparable.

For over 270 years Villeroy & Boch has been bringing innovation, quality and culture to create a complete, unparalleled 
bathroom. We invite you to visit your local Villeroy & Boch retailer to see our innovative and inspirational collections. 

To find your nearest Villeroy & Boch retailer, please visit the Store Locator on our website: www.villeroy-boch.com/store-locator
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

White PearlPearl
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Special features: 

Colour range

Nonvitreous

Slate Grey*Tobacco* Opal Grey*

2

R10/A standard finish

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | relief

Mosaic:
2.5x15
Colours: all
matt | relief

The Air of a Granite Landscape

In Aberdeen, the remote port in the north-east of Scotland, the 
cityscape is characterised by historic grey-stone buildings. 
ABERDEEN features a fresh interpretation of the silver-grey 
granite from the former local quarries in vilbostone porcelain 
stoneware floor tiles and nonvitreous wall tiles: a matt granite 
look for the floor is combined with a discreet stone look 
featuring fine gloss effects for walls. The finely detailed design 
and the expressive colours ensure an authentic and 
contemporary character for this multi-format architectural 
system range, making it ideal for purist or rustic interiors.

Aberdeen Opal Grey 

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 33x99 / 30x60

Colours: all
matt | relief

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 30 x 120/ 80x80/ 60x60 / 
30x60 / 30x30 / 15x15 / 15x60 / 7.5x60
Colours: all 
matt | relief

Décor:
30x30
Colours: all
matt | relief

A
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ee

n Outdoor Tiles: 60x120 / 60x60. R10/A Slip Resistant Finish.
*
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: R10 standard finish

Colour range

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | fresh concrete look

Décor: Glazed porcelain stoneware
60x60
Colours: Sand multicolour / 
Grey multicolour
matt | fresh concrete look

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 33x99 / 30x60
Colours: Light Fog / Light Alabaster
matt

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 60x120 / 40x80 / 
80x80
Colours: all
matt | fresh concrete look

Atlanta Night Grey & Light Fog | Décor Grey multicolour

No frills, down-to-earth and Fascinating

The concrete look has become an integral feature of 
modern interiors. ATLANTA wall and floor tiles which adopt 
typical concrete structures are a perfect choice for purist urban 
interior designs throughout private homes and in the high-end 
commercial sector, especially in bathrooms and living rooms. 
The vilbostone porcelain stoneware tiles in six colours offer 
plenty of creative scope in a variety of different formats. The 
nonvitreous wall tiles take up the finely detailed used look of the 
floor tiles in a more discreet style on a smooth surface.

Mosaic: Lattice
30x49
Colours: all
matt | fresh concrete look

Nonvitreous
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

Nonvitreous

R10/A standard finish

Ceramics with a Touch of Cosiness

Come home and wallow in pure comfort – a wish that 
harmonious wall and floor coverings can fulfil. The soft colours 
and structures of the BACK HOME nonvitreous and vilbostone 
porcelain stoneware wall and floor concept create a natural 
elegance with matt and gloss surfaces that produce interesting 
highlights on walls and a feeling of space on floors. All told, the 
range creates a distinctive and special touch of cosiness.

Back Home Beige | Nonvitreous Beige & Creme

Décor: Lattice
30x60
Colours: all
matt | stone texture

Mosaic:
5x5
Colours: all
matt | stone texture

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60 / 20x60
Colours: White / Crème
matt | stone texture
glossy | stone texture

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 45x45
Colours: all
matt | stone texture

White CrèmeAnthraciteStone GreyBeigeNatural White
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

Marble meets Terrazzo

BELLAGIO captures the special charm of the northern Italian 
landscape around Lake Como in vilbostone porcelain stoneware 
floor tiles and nonvitreous wall tiles. The design is a fresh 
interpretation of natural stone, which peps up a natural,
authentic look with trend-setting aspects: Marble meets terrazzo 
– a unique combination that cannot be found in nature. 
Discreet inclusions give the fine marble touch a decidedly 
modern appeal. As such, this wall and floor concept is ideal for 
purist interiors and also a wonderful choice for a classic setting.

Bellagio Shadow | Nonvitreous Light Shadow | Décor Shadow

Mosaic:
5x5
Colours: all
matt | harmonious marble 
terrazzo mix

Décor:
30x30
Colours: all
matt | harmonious marble 
terrazzo mix

Décor:
30x30
Colours: all
matt | harmonious marble 
terrazzo mix

Matt R9 & rough-polished finish

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60 / 40x120
Colours: all
glossy 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 60x120
Colours: all
matt/ rough-polished | 
harmonious marble terrazzo mix

Nonvitreous

Light ShadowShadow
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Available sizes & Décors:

Colour range

Bernina Anthracite & Greige 

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for wall &floor

Porcelain Stoneware

Mosaic:
Sizes: 3x30 / 3.3x7.5 
Colours: all
matt

Basic Tiles:
Sizes: 7.5x60 / 15x60 / 30x60 / 60x60 
Colours: all 
matt

Impressively Natural & Modern

The Bernina tile concept is a creative and versatile 
solution for walls and floors and suitable for use in the most 
diverse application areas. Reminiscent of quartzite, with a subtle 
shimmer, the matt, structured tiles are covered in fine, irregular 
veins, which produce the characteristic effect: a natural-stone 
look with contemporary flair and application advantages that 
are unique to vilbostone porcelain tiles. 

Greige GreyCrème Anthracite

Be
rn

in
a

R9 Standard finish Special features:

Further Mosaics/ Décors/ Borders & Skirtings available 
Assorted tiles available in different slip resistant finish

  

Dècor:
Sizes: 30x30 / 29x59 / 30x50
Colours: all
matt
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Special features: 

Colour range

Porcelain stoneware & Nonvitroeus

Simple beauty with a natural look and feel

Nature-influenced interior design is found not only in country 
houses. This is also how many city-dwellers bring a special flair 
into their own four walls. Adapted today in a wide variety of 
ways, these natural materials and finishes create a special feeling 
of cosiness. The colours shimmer, at times appearing subtle and 
at other times powerful, or enter into a symbiosis with new 
materials. CÁDIZ gives a new meaning to the country house 
style, with balanced colours and combinable formats for a 
distinctive and unmistakable interior design.

Cadiz Chalk

Mosaic:
5x10
Colours: all
matt R10/B | fresh limestone look | relief

Matt R10/A &rough-polished finish

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60 / 30x90
Colours: all
matt | calm limestone look | relief

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 10x20
Colours: all
matt/rough-polished | fresh limestone look 
| relief

Ash GreyGrey
multicolour*

Chalk
multicolour*Chalk*Sand*

C
ad

iz Outdoor Tiles: 40x80 / 60x60. R11/B Slip Resistant Finish
*
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Available sizes & Décors:

Colour range

Porcelain stoneware

Century Unlimited Light Grey | Décor mix

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for wall & floor

Décor:
20x20 (single tile) / or set of 25 tiles
Multicolour: warm / colourful / cold
matt | relief

Basic Tiles:
Sizes: 60x60/ 20x60
Colours: all | matt
Size: 20x20
Crème / Light grey

Individual Creativity

Century Unlimited offers endless potential through the ar-
rangement of the colours and patterns. 
These high-class glazed porcelain stoneware tiles are a modern 
and innovative reinterpretation of the late 
nineteenth-century tiles.  Eight basic tiles and three décor lines 
from a unique and varied tiling system that gives scope and 
freedom to your individuality. 
Endless possibilities - unique design. 

Dark 
Grey

Medium 
Grey

BeigeCrème
Light Grey
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Indigo

Material: Glazed porcelain stoneware, suitable for wall & floor

Multicolour 
warmBlack Multicolour 

cold
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Century Unlimited Light Grey | Décor mix Century Unlimited Light Grey & Dark Grey | Décor Multicolour Cold
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Available sizes & Décors:

Colour range

Century Unlimited Medium Grey | Décor Grey

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall

Nonvitreous

Basic Tiles:
Sizes: 30x60
Colours: all
matt

Décor:
30x60
Crème / Grey
matt

Subtle Decoration

Deliberately understated style that stands for exquisite taste: 
featuring a tone-in-tone design, the subtle 
Century Unlimited nonvitreous décors reveal their 
creative sophistication at second glance. A slightly 
raised pattern creates a three-dimensional look gently enhancing 
bathrooms and living areas with its classically elegant sense of 
space.  

GreyCrème
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Décor:
30x60
Muticolour grey | relief
Crème | matt 

Mosaic: Glazed Porcelain stoneware
5x5
Colours: all
matt | relief
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Century Unlimited Beige & Crème | Décor Multicolour
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

R9 Standard Finish, R10/B Mosaic

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | concrete textrue

Décor: Nonvitreous
33x99 (Set of 4)
Colours: White Washed Print / Old 
Washed Print
matt | fresh concrete look

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 33x99 / 30x60
Colours: White Washed Canvas / Old 
Washed Canvas
glossy

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 
Colours: all
matt | concrete texture

Denim White Washed Print | Denim Dècor White Washed Print

New Sizes & Harmonious Designs

Interior design is influenced not only by colour and décor, but 
also by the tile format. The new 33 x 99cm wall tiles in the 
DENIM range are harmoniously balanced and inspire 
large-scale designs. The range includes basic tiles, décor tiles 
and matching porcelain stoneware floor tiles and mosaics, 
making it perfect as an all-in-one concept for bathrooms, living 
areas, and kitchens. The concrete-look floor tiles emphasise the 
hand-crafted character of the design concept and highlights the 
purist-urban look and combines well with all the basic wall tiles.

Mosaic: Lattice
30x49
Colours: Multicolour
matt | concrete texture

NonvitreousD
en

im

Old Washed 
Canvas

White Washed 
CanvasAnthraciteGrey 

Canvas
Old Washed 

CanvasCanvas Greige 
Canvas
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Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

Available sizes & Décors:

Polished, R10/A, R11/B

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 
Colours: all
glossy | matt| relief

Edition P. Super White | Editon P. Super Black

Classic Black & White Contrast

Simple but effective and timeless - the black and white contrast.
Edition P. tiles leave room for a modern interpretation to a 
classic duo. Offering Polished, Matt R10/A and R11/B surfaces 
the Vilbostone porcelain range is perfect for residential and 
commercial uses. 

Ed
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P.

Super BlackSuper White
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Available sizes & Décors:

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

Meet the new Slate

Myriad patterns, structures and colours in multiple layers of 
rock – slate’s typical appearance arose millions of years ago as a 
result of the oxidation of various metals between the different 
layers. The GATEWAY vilbostone porcelain stoneware concept 
interprets this look by way of a discreet relief which subtly 
represents the strata typical of slate. This creates a fine, particu-
larly beautiful slate structure over extensive areas. A surprising 
feature: In addition to the three natural colours there is also a 
light shade one would not expect to find in slate.

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | discreet slate texture | relief

Gateway Manhatten Grey & Midnight Black

R10|A standard finish with other finished available

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
               

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 7.5x60 / 15x60 / 30x60 / 60x60 / 60x120 / 30x120
Colours: all
matt | discreet slate texture | relief

Midnight BlackDark OliveManhatten GreyFoggy White
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Available sizes & Décors:

Porcelain stoneware 

Colour range

Nonvitreous

Special features: 

Versatile, Functional - a Design statement

HOUSTON - a basic range for modern residential buildings, 
architects and consumers. The range offers sustainable and 
long-lasting floor tiles for the entry-level segment, whose con-
crete look can adapt to practically any interior design concept 
– available in five colours and two formats and finishes. The 
surface has a delicate striped structure. The wall areas can be 
decorated with borders to create a modern, puristic design.

Houston Medium Grey | Nonvitreous White

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60
Colours: all 
matt 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60
Colours: all
matt/rough-polished | relief

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Mosaic:
Glazed porcelain stoneware
5x5
Colours: all
matt | relief

Décor: 
30x60
Colours: all
matt | rough-polished | relief

R10/A standard finish or rough-polished finish

H
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BeigeWhiteAnthraciteMedium GreySandOff 
White Light Grey
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Available sizes & Décors:

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

R10/A Standard Finish plus Rough Polished, R10/B, R11/B & R11/C

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5 / 2.5x15
Colours: all
matt | sand structure | 
relief

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 30x120 / 60x60 / 30x60 / 
30x30 / 15x15 / 15x60 / 7.5 x 60
Colours: all
matt | sand structure | relief

Hudson Sand

Warm, feel-good ceramics

A fascinating ceramic asking to be touched – the surface design 
of the HUDSON range is reminiscent of fine-grained sand.
The unglazed vilbostone porcelain stoneware range has a 
homogenous surface finish in warm, soft colours with restrained 
shading that radiates warmth and a feel-good atmosphere not 
only in modern homes but also in public buildings.
With a high non-slip finish, the modular format in seven colours 
offers creative designers the greatest conceivable flexibility for 
inclusive ceramic wall and floor designs.
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MagmaDark AshAsh GreyVolcanoSandWhite Sand Clay
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Available sizes & Décors:

Special features: 

Colour range

The fascination of the classically modern

Structures and colours resembling the most precious marble – 
in a variety that only nature offers. The authentic nonvitreous 
and glazed vilbostone porcelain stoneware wall and floor tiles 
recall the glory of old Venetian palazzos – but in the form of a 
modern forward-looking European style. With a special feel for 
colour, form and décor, tried and tested elements are combined 
with a natural-looking surface design – consummate classical 
appeal with puristic charm.

Marmochic Essential White & Dark Illusion 

Various complementary piece available in glazed porcelain stoneware
Various moldings to complement, Skirting, Corner, moulding, border 
in nonvitreous 

Mosaic Décor:
Nonvitreous
1.8x4.2
Colours: all
glossy only

Mosaic Décor:
Nonvitreous
1.8x4.2
Colours: all
glossy only

Mosaic: Glazed 
porcelain stoneware
1.8x4.2
Colours: all
glossy only

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60 / 30x90 / 40x120
Colours: all
glossy

Basic Tiles: Glazed porcelain stoneware
Sizes:  60x120 / 60x60 / 5x5* / 5x60*
Colours: all
matt | polished
* polished only

Material: Glazed porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Glazed porcelain stoneware & Nonvitreous

Essential White Deep Pearl Dark Illusion
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Available sizes & Décors:

Special features: R10 standard finish

Colour range

Elegant surface finish and trompe-l’oeil décor

An elegant, metallic-looking surface finish and an extravagant 
décor: METALYN - a symbiosis of urban concrete and 
machined metal to create a novel ceramic look. 
Available in six harmoniously coordinated colours, the vil-
bostone porcelain stoneware can be used to create expressive 
designs for walls and floors. The highlight of the range is the 
décor tile made of glazed porcelain stoneware with a refined 
pattern that uses fine, rust-coloured diamonds and cubes to 
create a surprising trompe-l’oeil effect.

Metalyn Iron | Ombra Décor

Décor: Glazed porcelain stoneware
60x120
Colours: all
matt | metal-concrete

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | metal-concrete

Mosaic:
1.6x60
Colours: all
matt | metal-concrete

Basic Tiles: Glazed porcelain stoneware
* METALYN OPTIMA RANGE
Colours: all
matt | metal-concrete

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 60x120 / 80x80
Colours: all
matt | metal-concrete

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Glazed porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors

Porcelain stoneware & Glazed porcelain stoneware

SteelIronBronzePearlSilver Oxide
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Available sizes & Décors:

Colour range

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 
                 

Nonvitreous

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 10x10 / 10x20
Colours: all
glossy | plain-coloured glaze | relief

Metro Flair Berry & Midnight

A piece of Paris - Metro Flair

Anyone who has ever travelled on the Paris underground will 
be familiar with the white tiles with their characteristic facet. 
The glossy tiles were installed in the corridors and stations of 
the famous metro when it was built at the beginning of the 20th 
century in order to reflect the electric light, which was still weak 
in its early days, and to brighten up the surroundings. Today, 
the METRO FLAIR wall concept brings fresh urban flair into 
private homes.
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Mystery NavySageMidnightLight DoveAlabsterSnow Clay Berry
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Monochrome Magic Black | Décor Nonvitreous White

Décor: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 40x120/ 30x60
Colours: all
matt | plain-coloured glaze | relief
glossy | plain-coloured glaze | relief

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60 / 40x120
Colours: all
glossy | plain-coloured glaze

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 
                 

Available sizes & Décors:

Nonvitreous

WhiteBlack

The Attraction of Opposites in a Clear, 
 individual Statement

MONOCHROME MAGIC makes a statement about modern 
minimalism. The range of nonvitreous wall tiles follows the 
Black &White trend and embodies the tension between light 
and dark, reduction and decoration. Designs not only use two 
contrasting colours but also matt and shiny finishes, as well as 
smooth or relief décor surfaces in a delicate cube structure. The 
wall tiles in large format 40 x 120  are particularly elegant; this 
format lends itself to use in shower areas.
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Available sizes & Décors:

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

Living with and in Nature

MY EARTH - Modern production methods enable the 
manufacture of authentic, natural tiles, each wirh a unique 
character that is otherwise found only in natural stone. 
Choose from lively, natural, multicoloured surfaces in beige, 
grey and anthracite, or opt for a more subtle version in light 
beige.

My Earth Light Beige & Beige Multicolour

R9 standard finish, with R11/B available

Décor: Lattice
30x50
Colours: all
matt | fresh quartzite look | relief

Mosaic:
3.3x7.5
Colours: all
matt | fresh quartzite look | relief

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 10x60 / 20x60 / 30x30 / 30x60 / 60x60 / 80x80
Colours: all
matt | fresh quartzite look | relief

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
              

Anthracite
Multicolour**

Grey
Multicolour**

Beige
Multicolour**

Light 
Beige*

M
y 

Ea
rt

h Outdoor Tiles: 40x80** / 60x60. R11/B Slip Resistant Finish.
*
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Available sizes & Décors:

Special features: 

Colour range

A mixture of Colours and Structures

NATURAL BLEND - Every type of stone has its own story to 
tell: an existence going back millions of years, whose uniqueness 
offers inspiration for designers. The NATURAL BLEND range 
is built on this fascination. It tells of the diversity of natural 
stone and demonstrates it in a mixture of colours and struc-
tures. The accomplished imitation of nature is more restrained 
in nonvitreous wall tiles than in the livelier vilbostone porcelain 
stoneware floor tiles. The range is ideal for both modern and 
classical interior designs, adding a natural touch in both cases.

Natural Blend Stone Grey

R9 standard finish

Décor:
1.6x 60
Colours: all
matt | stone texture

Mosaic:
5x5
Colours: all
matt | stone texture

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 30x120 / 60x120
Colours: all 
matt | stone texture

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Stone GreySunny CliffN
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Golden SandStone White 

Nonvitreous ceramic

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60 / 40x120
Colours: all
matt | stone texture
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Available sizes & Décors:

Special features: 

Colour range

The Timeless Elegance of Marble

The unique charm of the delicately translucent stone with 
plastic depth effects thanks to fine veining has always been very 
popular in discerning interior design. Now, the NOCTURNE 
range reinterprets various marble looks, transforming them into 
contemporary styles with richly varied décors: with a wealth 
of variations, the expressive porcelain stoneware tiles offer a 
natural-looking replica of their role models to create an 
impressive, extremely noble atmosphere in classic and modern 
settings alike.

*Various décors (suitable for walls only) in each colorway

Basic Tiles: Glazed porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x60 / 60x120
Colours: all
rough-polished/ polished | marble texture

Décor: Glazed porcelain stoneware
Various sizes*
Various colours
polished | marble texture

Material: Glazed porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls&floors
                 

Glazed porcelain stoneware 

BlackWhite GoldWhite
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Nocturne Décor Honeycomb Gold
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Nocturne White & Black | Décor White & Black
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Available sizes & Décors:

Colour range

Authentic, Natural Flair

Wood brings a natural flair to any room. OAKPARK tiles look 
wonderfully authentic, feel very natural and are much easier to 
maintain, more robust and durable than real wood floors, 
without requiring any subsequent treatment. The OAK PARK 
floor concept in vilbostone porcelain stoneware captures the 
calming allure of fine-grained oak with gentle progressions and 
a slight relief – a perfect choice for the living room, bedroom, 
dining room, kitchen, bathroom and hall.

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 20x120 / 30x120
Colours: all
matt | Calming oak wood structure | relief

Mosaic: 
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | Calming oak wood structure | relief

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Porcelain stoneware 

Chalete*Crema*Farina

O
ak

 P
ar

k

Oak Park Cacao

CaviarCacao*Brandy*

Mosaic: 
2.5x15
Colours: all
matt | Calming oak wood structure | relief

Special features: R9|A standard finish

Outdoor Tiles: 40x120. R11/B Slip resistant Finish.
*
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Oak Park Chalete
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Available sizes & Décors:

Colour range

Nonvitreous

Oak Side Cognac

Elegant design reminiscent of oak

Authentic grain in four natural, warm colours which combine 
to produce a harmonious, calm overall effect. The wall and floor 
concept OAK SIDE transfers the noble oak wood look to matt, 
very subtly structured VilboStone porcelain stoneware tiles, 
the wood look conjures up an air of calm in which the tiles add 
natural or purist modern touches, according to the individual 
style of the interior, and slightly relief wall tiles with a homely 
ambience with a natural flair.

Porcelain stoneware 

WhiteChocolateCognacTerraAvena Creme

Mosaic:
5x5
Multicolour

Special features: R10 standard finish

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 20x120 / 30x120
Colours: all
matt relief

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x90
Colours: all
matt relief

O
ak

 S
id

e
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Nonvitreous
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Oak Side Chocolate
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Available sizes & Décors:

Colour range

Play of Light and Shadow 

Elegant wall tiles featuring interesting 3D décor illusions – 
elegant OMBRA nonvitreous wall tiles combine two looks in a 
single design with a glamorous touch: fine stripes and a 
graphic-floral pattern that appears stronger or weaker 
depending on lighting and the viewing angle. With bright 
colours, soft cloudy finishes and filigree décors, the matt 
nonvitreous tiles create a cheerful ambience that is full of 
lightness and clarity

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous Ceramic
Sizes: 30x90
Colours: all
matt | concrete texture

Décor: 
30x90
Colours: all
matt |concrete texture | relief

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall
                 

Nonvitreous

GreyWhite

O
m

br
a

Ombra Décor Grey

Décor: 
30x90
Colours: all
matt | concrete texture | relief
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Ombra Grey | Décor Grey
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Available sizes & Décors:

Special features: R10 standard finish

Colour range

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Porcelain Stoneware

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 10x60 / 15x60 / 20x60 / 30x60 / 60x60
Colours: all
matt | subtly structured ceramic

Pure Line White Grey & Mosaic Black

Design Clarity

A system of ten harmoniously coordinated colours in a range of 
different formats, PURE LINE offers the designer a wealth of 
possibilities for a wide variety of different rooms. 
The two harmonious colour ranges comprising Light Grey, 
Medium Grey and Anthracite, as well as Light Greige, Medium 
Greige and Dark Greige, can be combined with contrasting 
Black and Ivory.

Pu
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e

Light 
Grey

White
Grey

Dark 
Greige

Medium 
GreigeIvoryCreme

Light
Greige

Medium 
Grey BlackAnthracite

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | subtly structured ceramic

Décor: Basketweave
30x50
Grey multicolour/ Beige multicolour
matt | subtly structured ceramic
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Pure Line Medium Grey
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Special features: 

Colour range

Minimalist design for a wide 
 variety of solutions

Concrete has many faces: in tandem with white walls, it looks 
clear and pure, combined with colour or wood, it shows its 
slightly rustic, natural side, opening up broad scope for very 
different interior design styles. Five harmonious, combinable 
colours emphasise the design statement and style of the 
furnishings while at the same time confidently shaping the 
atmosphere of the space. PURE BASE is perfectly suited for the 
latest designs throughout the home.

R10/ B standard finish

Pure Base Creme & Multicolour Sand 

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 30x60
Colours: all
powdertouch

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 45x45 / 30x60 / 60x60 / 80x80
Colours: all
matt | stone-concrete look | relief
* décor available

NonvitreousPorcelain stoneware 

Pu
re
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Multicolour 
Grey

Multicolour 
SandGreyMedium 

GreySand GreyCreme Silver Grey Creme Light Grey
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Nonvitreous
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Available sizes & Décors:

The look of natural stone and a rustic relief

RESTONICA, a name combining the look of natural stone with 
a rustically charming relief décor.
The glazed nonvitreous tiles can be used to create modern wall 
designs throughout the home. The tiles in 30x90cm format 
are rectified and can be laid with particularly exact edges and 
narrow joints. A few tiles laid horizontally can create continuous 
walls with very few joints. RESTONICA’s strong design allows 
for expressive, individual wall creations that make touching 
irresistible – laid as a strip, as a full-surface covering or in 
combination with the basic tiles.

Colour range

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x90 / 20x60
Colours: all
matt

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for walls 
                 

Nonvitreous ceramic

AnthraciteGriegeCreme

R
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Restonica Décor Griege | Restonica Creme

Décor: 
20x60 / 30x90
Colours: all
matt 
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Special features: R10 standard finish

Colour range

Natural Look of Stone and Abstract 
 Floral Décor

When nature and art are combined, the result is an almost 
magical aesthetic: ROCKY.ART, the high-quality wall and floor 
concept, combines vilbostone porcelain stoneware to create a 
minimalist look of natural stone and concrete with a variety of 
artistic, abstract-floral décors. With impressive details of 
hydrangea blossoms in vitalising nuances of yellow and green, 
glazed tiles in porcelain stoneware bring a fresh, floral touch 
with powerfully colourful accents to the modern home.

Rocky.Art Basalt &Pebble | Décor Nonvitreous Magical Blue 

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all 
matt | stone-concrete
look | relief

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 20x60*/ 30x60 / 33x99
Colours: all
powdertouch
* floral décor available

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 45x45 / 30x60 / 60x60/ 40x80 / 
80x80
Colours: all
matt | stone-concrete look | relief

NonvitreousPorcelain stoneware 

Ro
ck

y.A
rt

SnowFangoCottonBasaltFangoWhite Sand Pebble Pebble

Décor:
30x30
Colours: all
matt | stone-concrete
look | relief

Décor: 
Nonvitreous
33x99
Magical blue
glossy

Décor*

Décor: Glazed 
Porcelain stoneware
60x120 / 30x120
Limelight
vilbotouch | matt 
|stone-concrete look
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Rocky.Art White Sand & Pebble | Décor Glazed porcelain stoneware Limelight
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Available sizes & Décors:

Porcelain stoneware 

Special features: 

Colour range

 A Modern Living Environment:

SECTION – The simple attraction of concrete for the 
domestic environment was discovered a few decades ago when 
the first artists converted abandoned factories into workshops 
and apartments. Since this time, the concrete look has also 
become popular with ceramic surfaces, whose outstanding wear 
properties even outdo the model on which they are based.

Section Cement Grey

R9 standard finish

Décor:
30x50
Colours: all
matt

Mosaic:
5x5
Colours: all
matt

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60
Colours: all
matt 

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Crème-White AnthraciteCement GreySandbeige

Se
ct
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n
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Section Crème-White & Mosaic Crème-White
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White Light Grey

Nonvitreous
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Available sizes & Décors:

Spotlight White | Décor Nonvitreous White

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls&floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Mosaic:
5x5 / 2.5x15
Colours: all
matt | Subtly shaded concrete look

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 40x80 / 80x80 / 
45x45
Colours: all
matt | rough-polished | Subtly shaded concrete look 

AnthraciteGreyGreigeWhite

In the Simplicity of colours, 
 the Variety of Form comes to life

The sleek tone-in-tone arrangements in particular create 
beautiful accents for subtle designs. Even the joint pattern of 
the SPOTLIGHT wall and floor range in 80x80 and 40x80 
formats can create an interesting effect. Matt and gloss surfaces 
in warm and cooler colours can also be combined to exciting 
effect. The wall concept includes individual décors with delicate 
natural traces, an attractive platinum border and mosaic strip 
tiles.

Sp
ot

li
gh

t

Special features: R9 standard finish 

Colour range

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 40x120 / 30x60
Colours: all
matt | Subtly shaded concrete look

Décor:
30x60
Colours: all
matt | Subtly shaded concrete look
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Nonvitreous
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Colour range

60

Available sizes & Décors:

Stateroom Old White & Multicolour | Décor Multicolour

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Porcelain stoneware 

Mosaic:
5x5
Colours: all

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 60x60
Colours: all
matt | relief / rough-polished | relief

Retracing the Past with an eye to the Present

Modern design skilfully integrates classical elements from the 
past to create something fascinatingly new. 
The STATEROOM wall and floor concept creates a bridge 
between the past and the present. It combines dynamic 
ornamentation with an organic basic structure to produce a 
perfect symbiosis between natural-looking style and classical 
ornamentation. The borders with gold, bronze and 
multicoloured effects contribute to the classical charm.

St
at

er
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m

Décor: Border
Glazed porcelain stoneware
20x20 / 20x40
Mulicolour / Grey / Tarmac
relief | matt-glossy

Special features: R9 matt/ R9 rough-polished/ rough-polished

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 40x120
Colours: all
matt / glossy

Nonvitreous

Old White IvoryTarmacGreyMulticolourOld White
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Stateroom Old White & Tarmac | Décor Nonvitreous Old White

Nonvitreous
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Available sizes & Décors:

Special features: 

Colour range

Slate meets Modern Design

TOWNHOUSE - The sophisticated look of slate meets modern 
design: The TOWNHOUSE room concept demonstrates an 
artistic blend of naturalness with graphic textures.

Material: Glazed porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
               Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 

Glazed porcelain stoneware 

Townhouse Anthracite | Nonvitreous White

R9 standard finish

Mosaic: 
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | slate texture | relief

Décor: Nonvitreous
10x60
Beige / Grey / Anthracite
matt

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 20x60
Colours: all
matt 

Basic Tiles: Glazed porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 45x90
Colours: all
matt | slate texture | relief

Nonvitreous

BeigeWhiteAnthraciteGreyBeige Grey
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Townhouse Anthracite | Nonvitreous White
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Special features: 

Colour range

Versatile & Functional

A harmonious interplay of colours and formats: the UNIT 
FOUR vilbostone porcelain stoneware range is a versatile and 
attractive concept for living rooms, kitchens, bathrooms and 
stairways. The modern and restrained surface structuring com-
bines all the advantages of high-grade ceramics: ease of cleaning, 
non-slip and frost-proof finish, modularity and colour-fastness. 

Available sizes & Décors: Unit Four

R10/A Standard finish | R11/B available

Mosaic:
5x5
Colours: all
matt | subtly shaded ceramic

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 20x40 / 20x60 / 30x60
Colours: all
matt | subtly shaded ceramic 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x60 / 30x60 / 30x30*
Colours: all
matt | subtly shaded ceramic 
* glazed porcelain stoneware

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                  

Porcelain stoneware 

Medium 
Grey

Light GreyDark BrownGreigeCrème
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Unit Four Crème

Mosaic: Glazed porcelain stoneware
5x5
Grey multicolour / Greige multicolour
matt | subtly shaded ceramic

GreyCrème

Nonvitreous

Available sizes & Décors: Unit Four Wall

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall
                  

Dark
Grey
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Available sizes & Décors:

Special features: 

Colour range

Urban Concrete look in gentle natural tones

A bold design animated by inclusions reminiscent of 
hand-crafted terrazzo plus a sophisticated décor featuring 
lush, exotic plants and shimmering ceramics in calm shades of 
green – the URBAN JUNGLE design is a fascinating spectacle 
to behold. It is modern and clear-cut, yet wonderfully gentle 
and relaxed. The wall tiles in glazed nonvitreous and floor tiles 
in vilbostone porcelain stoneware conjure up a true feel-good 
atmosphere and transform bathrooms and living rooms into 
green wellness oases.

R9 standard finish

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | fine-grained concrete look

Décor: 
30x60
multicolour
matt | fine-grained concrete look

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60 / 45x45 / 80x80
Colours: all
matt | fine-grained concrete look

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Porcelain stoneware 

Dark Grey*Grey*Greige*Light Grey*U
rb

an
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ng
le

Urban Jungle Grey

Outdoor Tiles: 80x80. R11/B Slip resistant Finish.
*
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Urban Jungle Grey | Urban Jungle Wall Décor Wild Jungle Grey
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Available sizes & Décors:

Expressive wall Decorations

To match the two basic tile colours, there are two floral 
décors that exhibit the broad leaves of exotic plants 
reminiscent of palms or philodendrons: In the subtle 
tone-in-tone variations of white grey jungle and soft greige 
jungle, the high-quality lustre print finish creates 
interesting matt-gloss effects, while the expressive 
variations of wild jungle grey and wild jungle greige 
employ rich, green shades to create their effects.

Décor:
40x120
Green Mix
matt

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 40x120 / 30x60
Colours: all
matt | fine-grained concrete look

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall 
               

Soft GreigeWhite Grey

Colour range

Nonvitreous
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Urban Jungle Wall Soft Greige

Décor:
40x120
White Grey 
jungle
matt

Décor:
40x120
Soft Greige 
jungle
matt

Décor:
40x120
Wild jungle 
Grey
matt

Décor:
40x120
Wild jungle 
Greige
matt

* Urban Jungle Wall complements the Urbantones Collection p.70*
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Urban Jungle Wall Décor Green Mix 
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Available sizes & Décors:

Urbantones White

Material: Nonvitreous ceramic, suitable for wall
 

Porcelain stoneware 

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 10x30
Colours: all 
matt | glossy

GreyLight GreyOld WhiteWhite

The primal power of the natural – 
 a home environment for the here and now

A fascinating colour scheme of beige and warm grey tones 
with nuances evolving from light to dark.
URBANTONES reflects this radiance in its design.  It 
offers a colour scheme that brings just the right amount 
of naturalness to modern interior designs dominated by 
clear forms.

U
rb
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Colour range
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Urbantones White & Light Grey
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Special features: 

Colour range

Attractive used Look

A minimalist look reminiscent of worn concrete - aesthetic and 
ideal for all applications from offices or living rooms to 
bathrooms and wellness areas. Warehouse displays an 
unadorned look with a touch of extravagance, accentuating the 
effect with décor tiles in historical style. The qulaity of 
vilbostone procelain stoneware ensures that the look will remain 
fresh for years. The selection of formats, adds to the creative 
potential of range. 

Available sizes & Décors: 

R9, R10/B, Nosing tile available

Mosaic Décor: 
30x60
Colours: all
matt

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 7.5x60 / 15x60 / 30x60 / 60x60 /60x120
Colours: all
matt | subtly shaded cement look

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                  

Porcelain stoneware 

White 
Multicolour

AnthraciteGreyWhite Grey

W
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Warehouse Anthracite Multicolour

Anthracite
Multicolour

Grey
Multicolour

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt 

G;azed porcelain stoneware 

Décor: 
60x60 / 60x120
Colours: all
matt
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Warehouse White Grey | Warehouse White Multicolour
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Special features: 

Colour range

Tone-in-Tone Variations

Citing construction-site planks showing typical signs of wear 
and tear, the design of the WORKSHOP range features its own 
distinct and extravagant take on concrete in the popular 
industrial style. The floor tiles cover the full spectrum of a 
single colour across a wealth of variations. Together with the 
light-coloured wall tiles and the classic-style relief décor, they 
serve to create contemporary interior designs in private
kitchens, living and dining rooms, halls and bathrooms, as well 
as in the high-end commercial sector.

R9 standard finish

Workshop Multicolour Mix

Available sizes & Décors: 

Mosaic: 
7.5x7.5
multicolour mix
matt | varied concrete
 structure

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 30x60 / 60x60
Multicolour mix (*shade variations)
matt | varied concrete structure

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 Nonvitreous cermaic, suitable for wall

Porcelain stoneware

Light GreyMulticolour Mix
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Nonvitreous

Light Grey Décor

Décor:
30x45
multicolour mix
matt | varied concrete
structure

Basic Tiles: Nonvitreous
Sizes: 40x120 / 30x60
Light grey / Light Grey Décor
matt | varied concrete structure

Shade Variation
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Workshop Multicolour Mix | Nonvitreous Light Grey
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Special features: 

Colour range

Refined design

X-PLANE takes a mundane ceramic surface and enhances it to 
become a design finish with a metallic glimmer. 
This surface refinement offers a variety of stylish 
possibilities.

Available sizes & Décors: 

R10 standard finish |  R10/B and R11/B available

Mosaic:
2.5x15
Colours: all
matt | matt | subtly shaded 
cement look

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 7.5x60 / 15x60 / 30x30 / 30x60 / 60x60 / 30x120 / 60x120
Colours: all
matt | subtly shaded cement look

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                  

Porcelain stoneware 

Grey*WhiteGreigeBeige*Crème

X
-P

la
ne

X-Plane Beige

BlackAnthracite*

Mosaic:
7.5x7.5
Colours: all
matt | matt | subtly shaded 
cement look

Outdoor Tiles: 60x120 / 60x60. R10/A Slip resistant Finish. 
*
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain Stoneware, suitable for walls & floors

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 60x60
Colours: all
matt |relief

Authentic granite character for outdoor areas 
The Scottish port city of Aberdeen, with its historic buildings in grey stone has the air of 
a landscape made of granite – a contemporary look, which ABERDEEN OUTDOOR20 
in high-quality Vilbostone porcelain stoneware adapts for outdoor use. Authentic natural 
colours and matt surfaces with a slight relief effect lend the tiles a character which is at once 
authentic and distinctive. The down-to-earth granite character is ideal for terraces, balconies 
and garden paths, and lends areas outside restaurants, administrative or office buildings a 
distinctive appearance.

Porcelain stoneware 

TobaccoOpal Grey

Colour range

Aberdeen 
OUTDOOR20

Slate Grey

Today, one does not have to be indoors to feel good and relax at home, for on 
warmer days in particular, life moves outside – where people can be enjoying the 
day`s sunshine surrounded by nature.  
       
Well-designed outdoor areas can significantly increase the quality of both living 
areas and commercial spaces, possibly introducing pleasant new uses in the 
process. Yet another reason why it is best to design them like indoor areas, giving 
preference to the special OUTDOOR TILES from Villeroy &Boch that are 
available in a variety of designs and which are extremely durable and robust an 
aesthetic and practical choice.

The OUTDOOR TILES can be laid on a variety of substrates and are an elegant 
alternative for enhancing life outdoors. The Villeroy & Boch OUTDOOR TILES 
collection offers a variety of advantages compared with other outdoor surfaces: 

Non Slip: Classification in R10/A and R11/B for outdoor areas.

Easy to Clean: Surface-sealed in the factory with VilbostonePlus to prevent stains.

Colour Fast: Unaffected by chemicals providing a perfect base and surround for 
Hot Tubs. No changes in colour as a result of sunlight. Weather Resistant.

Frost Proof: Frost-proof and weather resistant when laid professionally. No need 
to apply a surface treatment every year as with stone or wood.

Material: Vilbostone, high quality, scratch and abrasion proof 20mm thick 
porcelain stoneware tiles, Millimetre-precision cut rectified edges for laying with 
narrow joints.

OUTDOOR20 Tiles Overview

R10/A Slip Resistant Finish.
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls&floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 40x80 / 60x60
Colours: all
matt | rough-polished | fresh limestone look | relief

Porcelain stoneware 

Chalk Grey MulticolourChalk Multicolour

Colour range

Cadiz 
OUTDOOR20

Simple beauty with a natural look and feel
Like magnificent extracts from Nature herself, CÁDIZ tiles exude a fascinating aura of 
authenticity. Available in the colours chalk multicolour, sand and grey multicolour, the range 
offers a contemporary new interpretation of country house style both indoors and out: A 
concept that is just as popular in urban environments as it is in rural areas. The easy-care 
Vilbostone porcelain stoneware range is available in the large square format 60x60 cm and the 
elegant rectangular format 40x80 cm. 

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 80x80 / 60x60
Colours: all
matt | concrete texture relief

R11/B Slip Resistant Finish / Nosing Tile Available

Porcelain stoneware 

Silver Grey Dark GreyWarm Grey

Colour range

Memphis 
OUTDOOR20

Purist concrete design
Concrete’s down-to-earth appeal imparts a feeling of calm and serenity – in the garden and 
on the terrace, too. MEMPHIS OUTDOOR20 interprets modern facing concrete with a 
gentle relief effect in high-quality porcelain stoneware, combining an authentic concrete look 
with the impressive merits of modern porcelain. The subtle play of colour resulting from the 
three fine, harmoniously matched shades of grey and the gentle structure lend the 
minimalist design a special charisma which comes into its own over larger areas produced 
with the large, square formats.

R11/B Slip Resistant Finish / Nosing Tile Available
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 40x80 / 60x60 
Colours: all
matt | fresh quartzite look | relief
* Light Beige not available in 40x80

Porcelain stoneware 

Colour range

My Earth 
OUTDOOR20

Design freedom
No two stones on this Earth are exactly alike, and MY EARTH OUTDOOR20 was de-
veloped with this sense of uniqueness in mind. Each tile is a variation of a simple stone 
structure with a character all its own. The result: individual surface appearances that are 
able to fascinate time and again.The range is practically predestined for use in large areas, 
such as those found between residential units. Easy-care Vilbostone porcelain stoneware tiles 
are light-fast and retain their authentic look even when subjected to heavy use. 

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls &floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 40x120 
Colours: all
matt | Calming oak wood structure | relief

Wood look outdoors – Still as beautiful as ever after so many years
A gentle grain, subtle relief and select, medium-brown shades – OAK PARK OUTDOOR20 
tiles for outside combine the aesthetics of wood with the impressive merits of Vilbostone 
porcelain stoneware. The new 120cm format with R11/B slip resistance additionally lends 
the 2cm thick tiles the typical floorboard look that makes terraces or garden paths so 
attractive. And while real wood succumbs to the effects of the weather, porcelain stoneware 
remains as attractive as on day one, even after many years. Thanks to VilbostonePlus surface 
sealing, the tiles are particularly easy to clean and completely impervious to moisture.

Porcelain stoneware 

Colour range

Oak Park
OUTDOOR20

Anthracite MulticolourGrey MulticolourBeige MulticolourLight Beige*

R11/B Slip Resistant Finish / Nosing Tile Available

ChaleteCrema CacaoBrandy

R11/B Slip resistant Finish.
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Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls &floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 80x80
Colours: all
matt | fine-grained concrete look

Porcelain stoneware 

Colour range

Urban Jungle 
OUTDOOR20

Concrete meets terrazzo - feeling great outdoors!
A new interpretation of concrete with inclusions in terrazzo look – The design of URBAN 
JUNGLE OUTDOOR20 is at once modern and natural, making it perfect for trendy instal-
lations in outdoor urban settings.The 2 cm thick, 80x80 cm Vilbostone porcelain stoneware 
tiles come in four popular shades of grey that enable you to tailor the atmosphere on the 
terrace or balcony to your personal taste, from cool to warm and cosy. As the design of the 
outdoor tiles matches the porcelain stoneware for the interior, they effortlessly extend the 
wellness appeal of the classy interior design into the outside environment seamlessly. 

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 60x60 
Colours: all
matt | subtly shaded cement look

Porcelain stoneware 

Colour range

X-Plane 
OUTDOOR20

Cement looks are all the rage – not only for wall and floor coverings, but for all manner of 
home accessories as well. With their puristic look and timelessly modern designs, they are 
true all-rounders for contemporary styles and are destined to establish a lasting presence in 
modern living spaces.
The finely structured surfaces of X-PLANE OUTDOOR20 offer a popular yet discreet urban 
look. Available in the colours beige, grey and anthracite, they are equally at home in architec-
tural applications and private living areas.

Dark GreyGreyGreigeLight Grey

R11/B Slip Resistant Finish / Nosing Tile Available

GreyBeige Anthracite

R10/A Slip resistant Finish. R10/A Nosing Tile Available. 
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White Sand

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 120x120 / 120x260
Colours: all
matt | sand structure | relief

Porcelain stoneware 

VolcanoClaySand

Colour range

Hudson
Optima

Ceramics for warmth and atmosphere: the HUDSON OPTIMA range
Living comfort combined with minimalist elegance – HUDSON 
OPTIMA made from vilbostone porcelain stoneware lends rooms an 
exquisite, natural flair.

The OPTIMA collection was presented with the “red dot award: product 
design 2018” by the internationally renowned Designzentrum for its 
impressive design quality. The elegant ease of the large format: 
60 x 120cm, 120 x 120cm and 120 x 260cm, each just 6mm thin.
The light megaformats convey a cosy purism and place the focus on the 
attractive design of the ceramic surfaces. Only a few joints are needed here – 
offering not just a visual advantage but also an advantage where ease of care is 
concerned – not to mention a tremendous opportunity for high-quality
living and design. Villeroy&Boch offers the thin large-format tiles in different 
design ranges, as part of its OPTIMA Collection. All differ in style, ensuring 
tasteful wall coverings for every form of interior furnishing. 

Elegant Design: At 260 cm, perfectly tailored to standard heights.

Lower weight: Thanks to the 6-mm thickness, comparatively low weight for
simplified handling.

Handling: low weight facilitates transport and installation.

Suitable for use in renovations: low overall height – making it also 
well-suited for attaching over older coverings.

Design variety: different designs in concrete and natural stone looks.

Creative Freedom: for designs on walls and floors, in private and public areas 
alike.

Easy-Care properties: very low number of joints, and easy-care vilbostoneplus 
surface seal.

Thermal conductivity: the thin ceramic tiles are the ideal covering for use with 
underfloor heating.

Special features: R9 standard finish
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Special features: 

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Glazed porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls &floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 80x80 / 60x120 / 120x120 / 120x260
Colours: all
matt | metal-concrete
* colours only available in 80x80

R9 standard finish

Elegant ceramics with a metallic-shimmering finish bring their stunning
impact to bear with the greatest effect on large surfaces – such as the 
mega-formats of the METALYN OPTIMA range, with an anodised-looking 
finish. Just 6 mm thick, these impressive tiles of vilbostone porcelain 
stoneware can be used to design ceramic finishes with very few joints, 
showcasing the trendy combination of urban concrete and machined metal 
to maximum effect while confidently suffusing the space with an extravagant, 
minimalistic atmosphere. 

Porcelain stoneware 

Silver* Iron* Bronze*Pearl

Colour range

Metalyn 
Optima

Steel Oxide*

Special features: 

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 120x120/ 120x260
Colours: all
rough-polished/ polished | marble texture

Polished finish

Porcelain stoneware 

White BlackWhite Gold

Colour range

Nocturne
Optima

NOCTURNE offers the unique elegance of Calacatta Gold, Statuario 
and Black Ice marbles, reflects the nobility of marble in spaces with its 
new NOCTURNE OPTIMA dimensions.
NOCTURNE OPTIMA offers stylish design opportunities with its new 
dimensions of 120x260 cm and 120x120 with a thickness
of 6mm.
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Light Grey

Special features: 

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 120x120 / 120x260
Colours: all
matt | concrete texture relief

R9 standard finish

Porcelain stoneware 

Dark GreyGreyGreige

Colour range

Urban Jungle 
Optima

Big, bigger, URBAN JUNGLE OPTIMA – The novel interpretation of con-
crete, enlivened by inclusions in a terrazzo look, exploits the elegant lightness 
of large formats to the full: the imposing mega-formats in vilbostone porcelain 
stoneware create large ceramic surfaces with just a few joints to produce a 
puristic living space. In the bathroom a complete shower without any joints 
whatsoever can be produced with just one wall tile and one floor tile, while in 
the living room and bedroom the gigantic tiles make an impressive minimalist 
statement.

Special features: 

Available sizes & Décors:

Material: Porcelain stoneware, suitable for walls & floors
                 

Basic Tiles: Porcelain stoneware
Sizes: 60x120 / 120x120/ 120x260
Colours: all
matt | Subtly shaded concrete look

R9 standard finish

Porcelain stoneware 

White AnthraciteGreyGreige

Colour range

Spotlight 
Optima

Minimalistically harmonious home interiors: SPOTLIGHT OPTIMA
Concrete-like finishes lend bathrooms and living spaces a modern 
character. 
With the SPOTLIGHT OPTIMA tile range, this design presents itself 
from a harmoniously natural side.
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Nonvitreous

For further information ask a member of staff or visit our website: www.villeroy-boch.com
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The easy-care ceramicplus finish was developed in the Villeroy & Boch laboratories according to the latest findings 
from the field of materials research. Ceramicplus provides the ceramic surface with a permanent finish by means of 
a special process. On nonvitreous wall tiles treated in this way, dirt particles are virtually unable to obtain a hold and 
flow off with water droplets.

Vilbostone porcelain stoneware permits a wealth of different surface designs featuring unusual colour 
and sheen effects. Vilbostone porcelain stoneware is available both glazed and unglazed, with a matt, 
polished, rough-polished or relief surface finish and in various classes of slip resistance.

Unglazed vilbostone porcelain stoneware with a matt or rough-polished surface finish have the 
vilbostoneplus seal, which renders the tiles particularly resistant to dirt and stains. During the 
manufacturing process, the structure of the tile surface is sealed in order to further increase the 
tiles’ resistance to staining and dirt, as a result of which subsequent treatment with impregnating agents is no longer 
necessary.
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As a responsible and innovative company we think ahead – in every respect. 
We look after the people in our area by creating new opportunities and prospects for integration. 
Of course, we are also committed to the environment.

With a strategy that firmly anchors the careful use of our resources in our corporate goals. 
And with a product range that meets the principles of sustainability: our tiles are in stock for a long time, they are very durable, modular and customisable 
and can be processed without consuming too much energy.

We are the first tile manufacturer in Germany to participate on a voluntary basis in EMAS, 
the currently strictest and most comprehensive environmental audit system. 
Our professional partners appreciate our responsibility, because nowadays, the eco-balance of all materials used must be tested when planning projects.

And we share this responsibility with others: 
we are the only company in our industry to include our suppliers in our quality management processes. 

Tiles by Villeroy & Boch 

Sustainability is not a matter of opinion



Villeroy & Boch Fliesen GmbH

Rotenste  iner Weg
D- 66663 Merzig
E-Mail: info@vb-fliesen.com

WWW.VILLEROY-BOCH.COM

 01/21 Shades and dimensions subject to the usual tolerances. We reserve the right to make technical modifications to the range and alter the colours


